a sound rate-of-flow principle, the time-controlled mech tomatically collect any number of samples up to 200: any predetermined volume-per-sample up to 25cc. As each fraction is collected, the carriage automatically advances to repeat identical collections consecutively until the whole fractionation has been made. When speed is essential, a tandem-collector (optional) can be hooked-in to double output. The Technicon Flow-Rate Collector is completely automatic: requires no attention during operation. Set it for the given experiment and go away: it will shut off automatically on completion of the fractionation. Send the coupon below for details. SAE Stimulating voltage may be accurately regulated from 0 to 100 volts. The frequency may be controlled from 8 to 75 cycles per second. The "expanded ranges" on the voltage controls permit accurate determination of output in the segment used for "threshold" measurements.
SIMPLIFIED OPERATING CONTROL Unit is extremely compact, measuring 6 x 6 x 6 inches. A pilot-light and off-on toggle switch are in the power supply circuit. The impulse control lever has three positions: "Up" releases a continuous train of impulses having a "saw tooth" characteristic with an abrupt rising phase and expotential falling phase. "Down" releases a single impulse only. A succession of single impulses may be had by repeated operation of the switch to this "down" position-a feature found only in the highest priced 
